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tag[s]: exhaustion reports; forms:  turn from regulating actualized culture; and or artistic hyperbole, I 

guess advanced gender studies, I don’t know or something.  

 

!. the local militia, ah regular; and some of at least irregular; I’m not sure of the rest of irregular [and this 

is all actualized] ; and not necessarily from but present locally at this type, especially; are too tired to 

crawl countless minutes in repetition on atop of their already required crawling due to the “librarians” 

repeated banning of not just apparently me; and uh, them too; is what I mean. We can’t all be wrong. It 

must be on cited: fire marshall warnings; the stalking also by the “librarians’’ who no surprise I can say 

under oath are for sure part of false militia at cited: at least sjpd; and not local assigned now real militia, 

ties. When you are too tired to crawl; extra and you have already worked off your crawl; can you turn 

into a bug; or can you meet your destiny; at your first designated point. The day after the false militia 

“bans” you for a.c.  

Response: Ask my real parents; or my real adopted parents; what they think [but do not ask what used 

to be my false assigned parents before the self-placed protective order … methods to escape, ah … can 

be dinge roo] 

[really, it’s a real militia secret; well if you can’t find them: here’ s what I think: yeah just go ahead back 

to the library; and I’ll be pretend humiliated as I’m banned in a drill too; and then; I’ll cancel the ban; 

because I own the libraries; and I never hired them; and I never consented to your ban, Sorry the crawl-

ing has continued the demise of my angles to a [oops, I meant ankles] 
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Broken strength; so much like cliché but actually useful in regular and irregular application poetry.] 

!.. This is also Review:  I was in the two howr “loaner labtop” period looking briefly at this article 

and I’m not a ? or something? Anyhow: [well when I was done with my first set of problems 

which of course is now in the less of an hour of left-over time] 

Main: what do you think it will be or is: especially, means standard: taken as 

Second Main: how can you make normal seeming without even proof but just the strike of sudden tough 

no thought what it is even if you don’t know; well isn’t the masculine gender [relevant, oui to the article] 

thought of and still manifested to be the started starting point in gender culture and then anything that 

doesn’t completely form with this culture perhaps experiences the normal regular version of such this: 

other [uh, form actual difference] right.  

theme: structural thought 

theme culture progression: we hope normal means no unnecessary and easily overcome pain; or no 

pain is it. 

Third main: it emphasizes time; uh time, and time again; of exposure is what I would call it; sorry no 

offense; how long might you be willing to be on such a … ; if even in taken as form. Think other forms 

you might not mind. [as stand-bys] 

Review again; fourth main: if there are actual reactions to it; what’s the basic way to combat these 

reactions; what else might work alongside that you know isn’t regularly harmful and at least mildly 

curative. After; when you have time; you can find if the reactions are really that; or is something else 

happening. In the meantime; an additional exposure at least is when from the perspective of what you 

might be willing to tolerate; uh the way to go.  

 

Let’s pretend that this is only artistic hyperbole! And it is that also, 

 


